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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the research effort sponsored by NASA Grant XAS 12.690
is to design a minimum-cosh; system able to receive television signals from
synchronous broadcast satellites. The design analysis is to determine the
lowest-cost designs in the frequency range 0.8 to 13 GHz. One or more
prototypes are to be built in this range to substantiate performance and
cost estimates.
The First year's effort has concentrated on sections of the receiver
that appear most difficult to mass produce. Analysis and/or testing of
these sections has shown that all can meet the desired performance and
still be manufactured by low-cost techniques. With the exception of the
local oscillator, the critical components have been built and tested in
a prototype receiver at 2.62 GNz. Non-critical components in the receiv-
er were assembled from commercially available equipment, and a sub-standard
local oscillator was used to complete the assembly for test purposes.
The second year's effort will include building and testing the local
oscillator that does meet all the requirements, optimizing design of the
sections that were bought commercially for 't-he first prototype, and inte-
grating the total receiver design for mass production as a single unit.
The following 6ections form both the project's fourth quarterly
report and the summary of the first year's effort. In the interest of
coherent prose no effort has been made to separate fourth quarter re-
sults from wore completed earlier. Most of the material in the Appendices
was complete in the last quarter; however, much in the main body of the
report was also done during that quarter.
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II. THE MICROWAVE ADAPTER
Figure 1 shows a block diagram oT the microwave adapter. A working
model of this adapter has been assembled from the breadboards built to
test the design of each module. For this prototype a receiving :frequency
of 2.020 GHz and an intermediate frequency (IF) of 120 MFiz were chosen in
consultation with the contract monitor. The local oscillator (L0) freq-
uency was chosen at 2.5000 GHz. This places the unwanted image at
2.360 GHz below the receive frequency, and close to the cutoff of the
circular waveguide.
In constructing and testing this prototyp:^ the intent is to produce
modules that can meet the desired performance levels and to prove that
these modules can be mass produced at low cost. The degree to which
this was accomplished in the :first year is indicated graphically in
Fig. 1. The blocks with heavy outlines indicate those sections that
tests show can meet the requirements. These include the reflector, mul-
tiplier, filter preamplifier, IF amplifier, and discriminator. Solid
light outlines indicate the sections on which testing is not yet com-
plete, the Need, and mixer. Though the sensitivity testing was not
finished on these units at the time of the report, no difficulty is fore-
seen in their low--cost production.
The LO is outlined in dashed lines to indicate that work will con-
tinue next year to define the optimum design. The oscillator used in
the prototype is a single-stage common emitter amplifier with collector-
to-base :feedback. While the adapter performs adequately with this oscil-
lator, it does require considerable adjustment for proper operation.
The need of fine adjustment in the production line would add needless
cost to the design. A two-stage delay line oscillator which has been
analyzed appears able to remove the tuning requirement for most fre-
quencies at little extra cost. And finally a crystal oscillator, at
somewhat more cost, would be able to do the ,job at the highest fre-
quencies. The specific design requirements, conclusions, and goals
for the LO and the rest of the components are presented in the follow-
ing sections.
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A. Antenna
The parabolic antenna has been choosen as the most appropriate type
for the adapter. Other shapes were considered and rejected in an earlier
quarterly report. It was decided that an antenna produced in sections
and assembled on the site would significantly reduce transportation and
handling costs. For this study and for any relatively small ETV pilot
test there are also cost advantages in using singly-curved sections
rather than the truly parabolic sections. Singly-curved sheets can be
produced on Inexpensive dies or even by standard sheet metal techniques,
while the three--dimensional parabolic section would require a more expen-
sive die and press.
An error analysis program was developed to determine the optimum
number of sections for any frequency and antenna size and a second pro-
gram relates antenna costs to desired gain and frequency selection. With
these programs and with further information on the ground pointing cap-
abilities and the cost of generating satellite broadcast power, it will
be possible to select the optimum antenna size for any frequency. Rough
estimates indicate that in the frequency range of interest the best size
will fall between 5 and 10 feet in diameter.
To confirm-the design concept and to estimate production costs a
prototype antenna was made, see Fig. 2. The antenna is 7 feet in diam-
eter and has 10 segments of 0.040 inch aluminum sheet. Its gain is 35 dB
at 4 GHz, and should maintain the same effective collecting area for all
frequencies up t o about C GHz. The antenna has the desired rigidity in
the shell structure and the shape matches a. test template within the
desired tolerance. However, the rim structure is not sufficiently rigid
to maintain the appropriate shape under the expected wind loading. A
second prototype is presently under construction using 0.050 inch alumin-
um sheet and a box--beam rim design. This is expected to solve the rim
rigidity problem.
In the prototype the individual sections are joined together by
rivits on the seams and metal screws.at the rim, Fig. 3. Future work
on the antenna will investigate other fastening techniques to determine
the beet from the standpoint of cost and ease of assembly. The antenna
3
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Figure 2: Parabolic Antenna
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is mounted at three points around the rim. While these points are fixed
in the prototype, production antennas will have two of the three mounts
that can be adjusted to 1/4 inch precision over about a foot in distance.
This will give 0.2 0
 pointing accuracy of the antenna while still allowing
up to a I0° error in the installation of the antenna mounting structure.
This accuracy is adequate for frequencies in w-xcess of 6 Gffz.
sae estimate of the mass--production cost of this antenna is approx-
imately $SO. Our work on the antenna indicates there will be no difficulty
in meeting cost and performance goals for the antenna part of the micro-
wave adapter. More details on the antenna design are given in appendix A.
Note: Duri,n& the editing of this report, the box-beam antenna was
constructed and it does meet all expectations.
B. Local Oscillator
The purpose of the local oscillator is to generate a stable refer-
ence signal whose frequency differs from the downlink frequency by the
specified 120 MHz. In the 1 to 6 GHz range three oscillator configura-
tions were considered, a lower frequency transistor oscillator followed
by a frequency multiplier, a transistor oscillating in a cavity at the
desired frequency, and a klystron in a cavity at the desired frequency.
Iii this frequency range the transistor-oscillator-multiplier is the
least expensive of the three and was therefore choosen for the first
prototype. In the h to 13 M region a fourth alternative, the avalanche
diode cavity oscillator, becomes attractive and will be studied more
next year.
There are two kinds of stability requirements for the oscillator.
Short term stability is important directly in the signal to noise per-
formance of the receiver. Any jitter in the oscill._.tor°frequency will
be indistinguishable from the Information carrying frequency variation
. o	_ .
.worry that this noise requirement would .force us to use the more expen-
sive crystal-controlled oscillator, but such is not the case. Though
as explained below, the crystal--controlled oscillator is still a pos-
sible choice, it is not required for its FM noise performance.
The second type of stability required is long term stability in
the os^Allator frequency. The FM signal is spread across a band of
about 30 MHz, i.e., j.5 MHz from the center fre quency. To place this
signal accurately within the passbsnd of the IF amplifier, the local
oscillator frequency has to be accurate within a frequency Af of
approximately :E4'VHz. This defines an allowed fractional setting error
(FSE) of the receiver frequency fo
FSE = ± Af/fo.
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it appears possible to manufacture it without tuning up to about 2 GHz
and to use it without field tuning up to about 6 GHz.
The single-stage crystal oscillator has been alyzed only briefly.
It is obvious that this type oscillator can meet the requirements up
through the 13 GHz range without manufacturing or field adjustment.
(The frequency adjustment actually takes place in the initial cutting
of the crystal.) However, the crystal oscillator is more expensive
than the other two and should be used only at the higher frequencies
where the others would require field tuning.
The final requirement for the oscillator is that it supply the
appropriate power to the multiplier part of the LO chain. Since the
power requirements are quite low this is a matter of choice of the ap-
propriate transistor once the best circuit configuration is established.
No problem was encountered in achieving the 0.5 W needed from the single-
stage oscillator.
Detailed analysis of the first two oscillators is contained in
Appendix C. The development of this section of the receiver is not as
far along as the other sections, i.e., parts similar to those to be
used in the manufactured modules were not used in the prototype. How-
ever, no difficulty is foreseen in completing optimum design of this
section within the following year.
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6A milliwatt of power, 0 dBm, at 2.5 GHz into a 50 ohm load can be
obtained with little adjustment of the matching network. At this level
the frequency can be varied by ±35 MHz with less than 3 dB degradation
in output power. This is a good indication that tuning of the multiplier
network will be unnecessary, since the accuracy of the oscillator frequency
will be better than + 4 MHz.
D. Interdigital Filter
In the LO chain the multiplier is followed by a filter to separate
the desired frequency from other harmonics. The 2.5 GHz filter described
in the Third Quarterly Report and also shown in Fig. 6 has been tented
for variation of center frequency, bandwidth, and insertion loss as a
function of varying finger length. As was predicted, the sensitivity to
variations in length has been reduced considerably. The insertion lags
is .4 dB at the optimum finger length, and random variations of ",003
cause a 0.5 dB degradation of insertion loss to 1.0 dB, approximately.
Part of the improvement is due to the use of aluminum rather than br#&* .
This implies that the output filter for the local osci.11&or need 4f
be tuned. It can be cast or stamped with sufficient accuracy to
tee satisfactory performance at very low cost.
Figure 7 shows some typical bandpass responses for a largo ntmi eF "F
finger lengths. Note that the finger lengths are slightly different
optimum performance (A 25). These lengths were obtained by milling th"
ends of the rods, rather than filing them, as was done with the 3.8 Oft
filter.
E. Mixer-Feed Assembly
The mixer-feed assembly which was designed in the third quarter has
been built and is shown in Fig. B. An additional section of waveguide
with a slot in the axial direction has also been made for use with and
HP slotted line carriage and detector. The complete assembly is shown
in a photograph in Fig. 9.
This assembly was built for experimental purposes only, and should
be considered as a laboratory precursor to a mass-producible mixer-feed
7
Figure 6: Local Oscillator, Multiplier, and Filter
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Figure 9; Mixer--Feed Test Assembly
0Y
assembly. Two experimentally built coax--to--waveguide probe transitions
are used. The diodes are 1N415 1 s. The initial design for the diode
support structure provides a fair impedance match (VSWR = 3 : 1) at the
21620 GHz signal frequency and an adequate match at the LO frequency of
2.500 GHz (diode current = .6 ma for 2.2 dBm, available to probe launch).
Both of these can be improved with refinements in the design. The match
to the signal is more important because it relates directly t the over-
all noise figure of the receiver; the poorer the match, the higher the
NF. The present mismatch increases tho NF by 1.26 dB. The low LO drive
decreases the conversion efficiency considerably and consequently also
increases the NF, however this can be regained by increasing the output
of the local oscillator.
During the next year additional matching screws will be installed along
the cavity. With appropriate adjustment an optimum geometry can then
l
be determined. While these refinements are a matter of cut and try, there
is no reason to expect difficulty in mass producing the final design at
low cost. Both theory and experimentation with the prototype indicate
that the mixer-feed assembly will be less susceptable to dimensional
changes than was the interdigital filter. Therefore it can be produced
by aluminum casting technique. After satisfactory mixer performance is
obtained, a mixer-feed suitable for mounting on the antenna and suppor-
ting the LO and preamp will be built. Two simple sketches of possible
mixer-feeds employing different Lo injection methods are shown in Figs.
10 and 11. The feed horn was designed to give -10 dB intensity at the
antenna edge, as suggested in Jasik I , using the curves of King 2 . The
LO chain and preamp and mixer are mounted on the feed in order to prevent
any further insertion loss which would degrade the Noise Figure.
1Jasik, H. V,, Handbook of Antenna Engineering, pp 12-4.
2King, A. P., "Radiation Characteristics of Conical Horns," Proc. IRE.
Vol. 38, March, 1950. P 249.
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F.	 Low Noise Preamplifier
The intermediate frequency from the mixer must be amplified by about
80 dB to provide the 0 dBm power level required by the limiter. In order
to obtain an overall receiver noise figum of 7 dB or less, the noise fig-
ure of the first stage amplifier (or preamp) should be as low as possible;
3 dB is a reasonable design goal for a mass-producible amplifier.
The ASCEND report suggested that bipolar transistors be used in an
alternating feed back arrangement (ASEND, pg. 3-53). Bipolar devices
must be operated with emitter currents less than I ma in order to obtain
respectable noise figures (2 to 4 dB); in the 100 to 150 MHz range the
gain is around 6 to 7 dB for wideband circuits. A single stage amplifier
of this type was built, see schematic Fig. 12. This circuit had a 3.5 dB
noise figure and gain of 6 dB when operated at an emitter current of
0.5 ma. While this is adequate for the preamp it was felt that improve-
ment may be realized to choosing Field Effect Transistors (FET's) for
this stage.
At the time of the ASCEND study FET's were much more costly than
the ordinary transistor. Now, in 1969, they are as cheap as bipolar
transistors and can provide 3 to S dB more gain in a wideband amplifier
stage, with no degradation of noise figure. A preamplifier stage was
built and tested; its schematic is shown in Fig. 13. This stage does
have approximately a 3 dB noise figure and a gain of approximately 12 dB.
The most important factor in obtaining the low noise figure has been the
t430
100 pE	 3NI59
WIDEBAND
TRANSISTOR
STAGE
I
I000pF
0
Figure iV Low Noise -FTT preamp
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next year and that cost savings will result from successful application
of FFT technology.
G.	 IF Amplifier and Limiter
The IF amplifier used in the working model consists of two commer-
cially purchased wide band amplifiers made by FKS Communications, Inc.
A three-pole Butterworth 30 MHz--band pass filter by ITEL centered at 124
MHz sets the passband. These units were bought because it was deemed
more important to concentrate on the design of the front-end of the adap-
ter during this year. However, a single stage broadband amplifier was
built which could easily serve as the basic circuit for the IF amplifier.
This is the same circuit as the transistor preamp Fig. 12, but with higher
emitter current. With an emitter current of 3.5 ma, the transducer gain
is 11 dB 1 .2 dB from 00 to 170 MHz. Collector-base feedback maintains
the flatness and the trifilar transformer provides a simple method for
broadband interstage coupling. This circuit has a 7 dB noise figure at
this gain.
The first limiter circuit to be considered is shown in Figure 14.
It uses a Motorola MC155OG integrated circuit with the AGC terminal
grounded. Measured data demonstrating limiting is given in Table 1.
Wideband performance has not been evaluated as yet.
Table 1
LIMITER RESPONSE
Input Power
dBm
Output Voltage
MV
-5 75
-4 90
-3
1j 05
-2 120
-1 140
0 160
1 130
2 195
3 195
4 185
5 360
10
6+15V
Figure 14 Limiter Schematic and Test Assembly
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H. Discriminator
The discriminator together with the detector converts the wideband-
FM 120 MHz signal back into the ordinary video television signal. It
should have as large a sensitivity (volts/Hz) as possible while maintain-
ing a specified maximum distortion (less than 3%). It should have as
few components as possible, should require no adjustments during fabrica-
tion and its performance should be relatively unaffected by temperature
variations and the passage of time.
The shorted transmission li.ne discriminator first discussed in the
second quarterly report meets all of these requirements. Extensive anal-
ysis, Appendix D, shows that best results will be achieved when the line
length is (3/8)A at 120 MHz and when the ratio of discriminator impedance
to line impedance is 2 V2. For this choice the calculations show less
than 2% distortion for a ±12.5 MHz deviation at 120 MHz.
Two versions of the discriminator have been assembled and tested.
Most extensive tests were done on a breadboard model using 50 ohm test
equipment. Here three 50-ohm shorted coax lines in parallel simu ated a
single line of nearly the right ratio. This system performed as expected
and gave 2 my/MHz sensitivity when used with the detector described in
the next section.
For actual manufacture a stri.pline realization of the delay line
appears to be most economical. This can be made on almost any dielectric
board material and can easily give the low impedance required for best
linearity. A model was made on a fiberglass-filled laminate with a die-
lectric constant Er = 5.4. The strip width of 0.25 inch gives a charac-
teristic impedance of 25 ohms, which works best with a source impedance of
abo"t 70 a. Tests, though not as extensive as with the coax model, gave
similar results. No problems are foreseen in implementing this design.
I. Detector
The discriminator changes the 120 MHz FM signal into a 120 MHz AM
signal. The detector shifts the signal down to the base band frequency.
The detector circui t uses a 1N100 germanium diode which has a higher
11
St
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detection efficiency and is cheaper than silicon diodes. ($.27 in quan-
tities of 100 to 999 units as compared to $.33). Tested with the dis-
criminator this detector gave a sensitivity of 2mv/MHz for a 0 dB input
level.
r
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III. CONCLUSIONS
The goals of this study are to build one or more receivers in the
.S to 13 GHz frequency range that are capable of receiving Educational
Television signals from satellites, to prove that the receivers can be
mass produced at low cost, and to establish receiver performance and
cost as a function of operating frequency. These goals are being pur-
sued in parallel and at this stage, half way through the two year study,
many important milestones have been passed in all three areas.
A breadboard prototype has been assembled and tested, demonstrating
the basic soundness of the overall design. The IF amplifier chain is in
the normal television frequency range and can easily be mass produced at
low cost. Analysis and testing showed that the wideband FM discriminator
is also a low cost mass production item. The local oscillator is also
low cost and can be made even lower cost at the lower frequency range if
the analysis of the two-stage oscillator is confirmed by testing. The
most critical parts of the receiver from cost considerations are the mi-
crowave sections, principally because there is no mass production exper-
ience in this frequency range. Design, analysis and testing show that
these sections can be produced by aluminum casting techniques, also a
very low cost procedure. And finally the first year's tests have shown
the validity of an antenna design using low-cost metal stamping techniques.
While the prototype construction and tests have taken place at a
receiver frequency of 2.5 GHz, care has been taken to analyze the effect
of frequency on the design. The principal variation occurs in the local
oscillator and in the anteni.a design. The local oscillator requires
different approaches to achieve long term stability as the requirements
increase with frequency. The antenna requires different numbers of seg-
ments as the allowed surface variations decrease with increasing frequen-
cy. Mixer design will also vary; but this is more a matter of scaling,
percentage tolerance requirements remain about the same.
In the remaining gear of the study the various components will be
optimized and integrated into a complete package. All components of the
receiver except the IF amplifier and detector will be mounted in a cast
aluminum package in the antenna focus. It is hoped to actually produce
13
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several complete receivers and antennae with the mass production tech-
niques. The final report will include complete parts lists, tolerance
information and other manufacturing details to allow others to mass
produce the receivers. In addition designs for other frequencies will
be developed and, if a major departure in approach is called for, a
prototype of the appropriate section will be produced. This information
will be used to determine receiver cost as a function of frequency.
In the original proposal the possibility of producing the receivers
in foreign countries was mentioned. Care has been taken to use compo-
nents and techniques whenever possible that are available in foreign
countries. One of the study staff this summer is in Brazil at the invi-
tation of CNAE, the Brazilian space agency. While there he will gather
information on their manufacturing capabilities. The final year's work
then will include as much information as possible on the manufacturing
techniques in other countries.
In conclusion, the first year's work has shown to us that it is
possible to produce ETV Satellite receivers at costs equal to the ASCEND
estimates or lower. The second year's work will clearly be able to pro-
duce test receivers with the low-cost techniques and thus to demonstrate
these conclusions to all who are interested.
The progress in this study has resulted from college professors and
students working closely with representatives of the electronics and
sheet metal industries to design a sophisticated mass--producable product.
This type of activity in colleges is rare but it is extremely rewarding
and we have the intention of continuing and expanding it in the future.
We wish to thank the industrial representatives for their cooperation
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the encourage-
6Appendix A: ANTENNA DESIGN
During this quarter an antenna prototype was built to evaluate the
structural and performance characteristics of one proposed design which
is composed of several petal-shaped sections fastened together to form
a quasi-parabolic structure. In the final antenna design it is desired
to have an antenna which can be shipped in a manageable size and then
assembled easily in the field to form a rigid structure which stays rig-
id independent of the mounting method and positioning supports.
There are several advantages in this type of design. As mentioned
earlier this design makes transport of the adapter a more manageable
operation. This design can ,be manufactured in a series operation from
flat dies which are less expensive than compound curve dies. In large
quantities {100,000 or more} the cost of the production machinery per
antenna is small compared with the material cost per antenna. However,
for small production quantities such as would be used for initial system
testing the production costs must also be kept low. In India and Brazil
the availability of heavy press operations may make flat dies or even
simpler press brake operations more attractive both from the standpoint
of reducing cost and relieving the transportation problem since lighter
production methods would be more widespread throughout the country.
In this first prototype the sections were fastened together with
pop rivets. Although we have not eliminated the possibility of using
rivets to join the sections, other fastening techniques will be examined
since several man-hours (12 to 15) were required to assemble the proto-
type. Although labor may be inexpensive in India and Brazil even a
highly paid, enthusiastic worker may lose patience with such a task.
The fastening techniques to be investigated include slot--tabs, folded
tabs, and extruded aluminum channels to join the sections. Final analy-
sis of production cost, transportation and labor availability will de-
termine the ontimum production strategy. It is expected that at some
production quantity, more than that needed for a pilot project, one or
several, piece antennas manufactured with compound curved die presses
will offer some advantage over the flat segment antennas produced here.
l5
6The prototype antenna is designed to have a gain of 35 db at 4 GHz.
In the March progress report, four constraint equations o:, the antenna
geometry were presented. One of these constrains the focal length/diam-
eter ratio 'to be between 0.35 and 0.45. This represents the optimum
cross-over between efficient feed design and minimum feed blockage ef-
fects. In this design the focal Length/diameter ratio was chosen to be
0.40. Restricting the root-mean-square surface deviation to be less
than one-tenth of the wave length yields an r.m.s. surface deviation of
a = 0.205 inches. From the r.m.s. surface deviation, the frequency, and
gain, the diameter is found from the first constraint. It is 6.7 feet.
From the second constraint the number of sections is found to be ten.
A computer plot was made for the shape of each section and from
this plot a sheet metal template was made at Peninsula Metal Fabrication
im Mountainview, California. In this type of design the precision of
the technique for fastening the sections together determines the r.m.s.
surface deviation which affects the gain. In the last progress report
calculations were presented to show the effect of a change in section
width on the antenna performance. From these calculations one can es-
tablish the tolerances which must be maintained on the rivet spacing to
achieve the required gain. For an increase in section width at the outer
edge of 0.020 inches the antenna performance decreased by approximately
0.2 db. Thus ±0.020 inches was established as the tolerance between the
rivet holes near the antenna ram in each section. At half the radius
the tolerance was reduced to iO.010 inches; at one-fourth the radius it
was 10.005 inches, etc.
In dicussions with Stan Schlirhting of Peninsula Sheet Metal it was
concluded that rivet hole tolerances of ±0.005 could be maintained. As
an additional check a template was made which would rest exactly on the
contour of the assembled antenna at the junction between two sections.
After final assembly it was found that this template did follow the con-
tour of the seam very closely within l/S to 1/4 inches or less when the
rim was in its normal position.
The antenna was constructed from 0.O4O inches thick aluminum with
the sections fastened together with pop rivets spaced at three --inch in-
tervals along each seam.. The main.body of the antenna is very strong,
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such that when the antenna is lying on its rim face down, it can almost
support the weight of a 150 lb. man standing on top at the center.
One of the design objectives is to have an antenna which is rigid
without any additional supporting structure. Although this prototype
is rigid enough to support itself and provide adequate performance under
normal conditions, we feel that additional rigidness must be incorporated
into this anterma when heavy wind loading, volleyballs, etc., come into
the picture. We feel that this additional rigidness can be obtained by
a redesign of the rim.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, main report, the present rim extends lz
inches out (perpendicular to the antenna axis), then down lJ inches
(parallel to the antenna axis) and then in J inch. At the junction be-
tween two sections the rims are joined by a piece of aluminum bar stock
and four self-taping screws. If one presses down firmly on the rim at
the Junction the ram deforms about I inch to 2 -inches in a direction
parallel to the antenna axis. It appears that the deformation is a dis-
placement plus a pivoting of the two rim sections relative to one another
through an axis through the riveted seam. This is being remedied by
building another antenna with a square rim box section l2 x 12 inches
which is perpendicular to the antenna surface (Fig. A-1 a). This should
eliminate the pivoting and most of the flexing.
The new prototype will have the same diameter and focal length. The
rim box sections will be joined together by a square bracket clamp which
fits over adjoining box sections at the appropriate angle (Fig. A-1b).
It would be possible to use the original prototype design for the
final production adapter. The additional required stiffness could be
obtained by having five mounting points equally spaced around the rim.
The antenna would be aimed (direction and inclination) using the three
mounting points shown in the photograph. Then the two additional mounts
could be attached to provide the additional stiffness. This original
prototype will provide satisfactory performance although the new proto-
type should have the necessary rigidity without the additional mounts.
The mounting structure s€iawn in Fig. L-2 was constructed in that
manner strictly for convenience., The actual adapter may be mounted
r	 i
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Eigure A-2 Prototype Mounting Structure
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any of several different methods depending on the location. We plan to
incorporate a fine position adjustment into the rim mount attachments.
The feed supports may be either of two types. In one type, the
three struts would extend from the rim to support the feed. In the sec-
ond type the feed support will come from the center of the antenna. As
mentioned earlier the antenna shell (made of 0.040 inch aluminum) is
strong enough to provide the necessary footing for a single pole feed
support he=ld by guy wires attached to the rim.
With this type of antenna, the position of ,.he feed from the anten-
na for best performance will be closer than the focal length used for
calculating gain. Toward the outer edge of the antenna the surface er-
rors near the seam become large. In the last progress report calcula-
tions were presented which optimized the section shape to achieve the
minimum r.m.s. surface deviation. This is one way to achieve the best
performance from a given amount of antenna material. With our present
prototypes we plan to get the best performance by adjusting the distance
of the feed from the antenna. By optimizing the feed position it will
be possible to use the antenna over a much higher frequency range.
Although rivets were used to fasten the sections together, several
other fastening techniques are being examined which includes interlocking
tabs, aluminum extrusion seams, and folding tabs. A possible cross sec-
tion of the interlocking tabs is shown in Fig. A-3. The two sections
	
E
would snap together and could be held by the two sheet metal screws at
the ends of the seam plus one or two in the middle.
The main purpose of this project is to datemoine receiver east vs
YFigure A-3 Antenna Folded-Tab Joint
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Appendix B: FM NOISE OF LOCAL OSCILLATOR
The FM noise of the oscillator shown in Fig. B-1 was measured with
the test setup shown in Fig. B-2. The oscillator power output is 0.5
watt. The sensitivity of the discriminator (a section of 50 n transmis-
sions line) Is 1,26 X 10 -8
 volts/Hz at +10 dBm input level for i-5 MHz
deviation at 190 MHz. The receiver is an HP 310 set to a 3 kHz band-
width. The data and calculated FM noise in a 1 Hz bandwidth is given
in Table B-1.
Table B-1
FM NOISE Or,  190 MHz TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR
1
fM, kHz
Detector
Output,
µV
at, Hz
5 7.5 10.8
10 4.4 6.35
25 2.5 3.61
50 1.6 2.3
75 1.3 1.88
100 1.0 1.44
The 190 MHz frequency was used rather than 250 MHz for which the
oscillator was designed in carder to be able to calibrate the discrimina-
tor with the sweep generator. This oscillator is approximately as noisy	 s
as the Bradley oscillator which was discussed In the third quarterly
F
report. That oscillator gave an SNR of 55 dB at 10 lift, and Qven better 	 F
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Figure ]-1 Single Stage Oscillator
HP 510
190 MHz	
17 dB
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tAppendix C: ANALYSIS OF TWO LOCAL OSCILLATORS
1.	 Single Stage M. Oscillator
There are a multitude of oscillator circuits, but they can all be
reduced loo one basic configuration as shown in Fig. C-1 with the simple
requirement that the net phase shift from output to input; be zero and
the loop gain be greater than or equal to one. For siDgle active device
oscillatcirs, the phase shifting network I(W) often is a pi-network or
a tee network of which there are four basic variations, which have been
analyzed by Cote 1 , There is a 180 0 phase shift through the active ele-
ment and another 180 0
 through the network. The configuration which best
complements the natural configuration of the active element is shown in
Fig. C-2. The two network capacitors C I
 and C2 are in parallel with
and thus include the input and output capaciti^3s of the device. If the
input, output and load admittances are taken Lnto account, the frequency
of oscillation is given by
W2 L GINGOUT + C I C 2	 t^^1)
o	 L C I C 2
where
GOUT = GLOAD + 0OUTPUT
At the bower frequencies, where the lumped capacities at the input
and output of the device do not have a signif icant susaeptance, the in-
ductor h begins to behave lake a transmission line and its elootrioal
length appr+oachis T/2. The sensitivi ty of this oscillator to parameter
variations is given by
	&W 	
I w1 2
aW = "N w L
	
0	 o"
1Cote # A. J o l Jr. $ Matrix Ar3alyals of goollla .tors and Tranalptor Appl.iaam
tionsa IU Trous. an Wouit Theory$ September 1959 1 dap. lal-188.
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Figure C-1 Basic oscillator Circuit
Frequency	 f Q L1 nh Af/f Q C1 a Pf alf o
50 MHz 100 5 x:10-3 200 1.9 X 10' 3
100 MHz 50 IQ X 10-s 100 3.3 x 10"3
250 MHz 25 20 x W3 812 
-j-
11.7 X 10 3
j
4
Y
d
e
I	 ^
where
Cl + C2 1/2
I ^.	 L C1C2 (C--3)
LC
o	 0LCi i
©w _ G2©Gl 	G1AG2
---^--	 or	 ---------
0 2woC1C2 	2waCIC2
It can be seen that for a given assumed variation of AL, ACi,
the sensitivities increase as frequency increases, since both L and
C are decreasing with frequency. If we assume that Cl =Z C2 , then
Table C-1 gives the Fractional Setting Error for i Pf and 1 uh varia-
tions from the ideal.
Table C-1
FRACTIONAL SETTING ERROR FOR OSCILLATOR IN FIG. C-2
FOR &L = :U nh, AC = i1 Pf
t:
l
variations in Shunt capacities.
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have to be variable and its value will have to be set on the assem-
bly line. Of even more serious concern, however, is the possible drift
in frequency from the original setting. The parameters of the active
component enter the frequency determination equations both in the form
of GIN and GOUT and in the contribution of device capacities to ci
and C2 . These component values can be expected to vary both with tem-
perature and with age, thus necessitating field tuning if the changes
are substantial. Field tuning of the receiver is highly undesirable
since there is no assurance that it will actually be done in rural areas.
Though more analysis is to be done, rough analysis indicates that field
tuning would be needed above about 2 GRz receiver frequency.
A 25C MHz oscillator urith this configuration was built using a
2N3866 transistor. Testing of the oscillator showed that it was easily
able to produce the 0.5 watts necessary for the SRD multiplier. Hcswever,
the tests also showed the frequency stability problems forecast by the
above analysis. When the impedance network of the succeeding SRS] multi-
plier chain was varied to improve the match, the frequency of the oscil-
lator also changed; the multiplier load, of course, also modifies the
frequency determination equations. This seDsitivity can be reduced by
use of a buffer amplifier; but the problem of component variation in the
active device will still remain.
2. Two-Staw Delay Line Oscillator
IwYi^	 5../..	 I 1 1	 i
A second configuration employing a two-stage amplifier and a length
of transmission line has been built and analyzed with a computer p.-ogram
to determine the sensitivity. The schematic diagram and the equivalent
circuit are given. in Fig. C-3 4 and the changes in resonant frequency for
various changes in key parameters is Gwen in Tilde C-2. This circuit
provides more than an carder of magnitude reduction in sensitivity to
1	
fy)
i
OP
I + (WO WAC
Ad0	 WC	 1	 f
dB	
+	 l
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Table C-2
FS,P FOR DZIAY LIKE,  OSCILLATOR f = 270.333 MHz
Element.. Nominal value Q lf0
C3 150 pf + 1 P'T 1.3 kiiz 0,475 X 10x-10 Pf a 1110 kHz 4.55 X 10 --5
C15 '15o Pf + 3 - 37.0 kHz 1.35 X 10-4
+,to _345.0 kiiz 12.4 X 10-4
C40 IDO Pf + 1 a 3503 kIiz 1 .34 X 10-4
+10 -372.0 kJTz 13 . 3 X 10-4
L1 3.06 nhy + .CO31 nh -/p20'D kHz I'll X 10°4+ 1081 "b -253 .0 kilt 9.35 X 110°4
!
t	 + 1,0 nh ^-	 2.6 waz 95.0 X 15""'4
This circuit reduces the Se"Bitavaty to component Variations by
using a distribmted element to obtain the desired exact delay time and
by using large o3hunt capacitles to gave close to 90 pbase shaft an each
of the two ampl if ier stages. In eaeh stage here as a phase shift due
to capacitive loading. of the output an addition to the 180,P phase shaft
norm:, lly encountered. The mapltude of thlo phase shaft as given by
0 = are tan (WR3
where 6), R and C are the oscillator frequency, the ocurce res^^.stansre,
and the loading capacitanve, The derivatives of	 witb respect: to C
and R are given by
3
1
I
yExpressed in terms of fractional changes of the components
d 9 ~ 1C wI )	 for.	 WRC >> 1
d
	 d" (WHC )	 for	 wHC >> l
Thus the dependence of 0 on fractional changes in either output imped-
ance or loading capacitance can be reduced by greatly increasing It or
C, which, of course, increases the phaae ehif t towards 900.
In the single stage oscillator the amplifier is intended to have
only the 180 0 phase shift, I.e., capacitive l.oadj.ng
 is to ba Isept to
zero. Under these conditions a picofaxad of capacitive loading causes
.a serlous change in the phase shift. In the two-ptage oscil.lator^ each
stage has the normal 1800
 change plus intentional phase change of nearly
00" due to heavy capacitive loading, An additional plcofarad of load
capacitance pushes It only a very omall amount closer to 90", The two
stages thus can give a net phase change of vary near 180" (plus the 330°
due to stage inversion). This phase change is relatively independent of
capacitive loading and f raquency. The. delay line then provides the re-
mainina 1800 phase shim. finca this line shift is a function of line
length and frequency; the Une length chosen le the peedominant frequency
daterminator.
The sensitivities given In Table 0-2 were derived from a computer
program called MAP. This program computes tk4 magnitude and phase of
each voltage and curren t in each node and branch at a spec ific frequency,
When the phase at the last node just crosses through zero degrees (with
respect to the Input)v oscillation would occur When output and Input are
joined. The progr '% run over a varlea of frequencies to determine
t1w crosfflaver point s The size cif the frequency Increments is Succ000lve-
ly reduced to a kkfx and the crossover frwguancy is fijally obtained b),
linear intarpolatlon, In the program  the circuit model used for the
SUN trAnxistor, shown In Figs C-Op is derived g rom the Impedance vo
fraaquancy lnItmotion on the trxwlator data sheaf ► The circult closely
20
6approximates the data shee p; information over the 300 to 300 MIiz range,
but for lower frequencies would have to be modified,
The sensitivity resul to of Table C m2 indicate that mass-produced s
lumped circuit elements can be used without factory tuning in much of
the frequency range of interest, The 10 of variations of the capacitors
would require about; 6.7% accuracy in component values, racuracy easily
obtained at only slightly more cosh: than the more normal 10% tolerance.
With the nominal, values of 150 pf, the allowed error, Fig, 4 1
 Indicator
receivers for frequencies up to 3 Oft could be built with untuned capac-
itoro . Variation in device capacitance and impedance with age or tem-
perature change are also inept within thio range. The use of unfuned
capacitors can be extended to higher frequencies by choice of higher
capacitor values with the same toleval4ce, as is indicated by the above
equations.
The basic frequency determining element for the two-stage delay-Line
oscillator is then the delay line Itaelf. . In the equivalent circuit this
is modeled by the L-C ahain, The #ensltivity analysis Indicator a 1 nhy
change in one of the 8#00 nhy inductors causes a elf of ph X 10"'4,
gust about 1%, in germs of total lane length thin 4L repre pento a
change of I% # as might be expected, The problem then is reduced to one
of manufacturing and .maintgining a mechanical line length accurate to a
given procia"n. Though teating mush: provide the final. answer, It would
seam passible to mass produce a lime with an accuracy of I park: In a
thousund, Thin would give adequate performance up to about 4 0119, With
tomperature aompennation and initial- adjustment of the delay line in pro-
duction, the two-stage oscillator may be able to avoid field tuning up j
to even higher f requenclem ,
A two-stage oscillator was built Ana initial teatina was p+srfoilmod, i
The expected raduction in sensittvity to capacI or ahangex wean obtained
and the expected dependence on line length waa achlavad, Th y o alrault
gave only 10 mw to an external load but thin la daaily improved either
by choice of altarnative tranniatorn or use of a buffer atage ampliflar,
in the circuit a coax delay line w44 uned and axpertmentatInn on printed
circuit delay line# for the nnc llator has not yet bagun,
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Appendix D: AIOCRIMINATOR ANALYSIS
This section describes the relationship between the discriminator
r
line length, characteristic impedance 400 sensitivity and linearity.
The equation rela t ing frequency and output voltage for a aonotant-level
input FM signal in a shorted transmigolon line discrimina tor is given
as
Ill l 	 I^ c. 'R 27CA x
rb 
	 (A^ )
IN	 .
where
If	 Detector Efficiency constapt
r
R2 a 7)e/27o
A P Line Length
C = Velocity of Propagation
i = Fvequenoy of Input Mlgnal
Discriminator action is more clearly reprejaontod U Ii1q f (A-l) is
rewvitt en AN
M	 + Ifs COO onj ^ ^/^ ^ ^ { C)	 (A^^ )
IN
where
N
The 9/0 farm oorroappnaN to a p4rtioula r period T or Traquanny
9Q at which the line to a wRvalangth long r however, wo wlah. to nparnto
'Fq r 0-4) wax de rtvna In an Appandlx at the Ord quArtorly rapart, in
th4l; €Iartvstinllp	 ' 
1{I EC )
t
^I
r
,
r
s
at a frequency f A for which the Line length is oome add multiple of
V8 in order to by on the moot linear partisan of the aharacteriotic.
It will be ahown that the oon pi t ivIty of the di porimin.ntov incroaoeo am
N incraaoeo, but for a aonotant pork deviation of 4,2,0 MIT aloof a
fixed IF of 120 NMI3z, the 11peavity dearaaooa, Thuo we pluk the largeot
N (greateot length) which given a d19t;ortion Woo than acme arbitrary
upper ltmit, ouch as 3%.
The linearity of the dioorlminator can be ad juotod by varying the
r
characterlig tic impedance 9p of the line. The optimum value to doTined
r
ao that 2 0
 wh1ah g1vo g the leaot variation in the firot derivative of
R(T) over the largeat 9voquoncy rango, It can be determined in the
:f'olI.owing manner
The line longth la ouch that the operating frequency 9A to midway
between the ex t+roma oT the diocrimir.% or ahavac't o rio do . We regmire that
the d.,ocriminator charactoriatic be no ^.^ no pop otblo through tho
operating point; thia IMPIloo that Vhe first derivative O (Wdf he as
constant no poaolb1p . Eln othor wordar if we wore expP000ing R(f) in
a power oorl.o p about T A , we would wane the 000T.TiQinnto of all tormp
of 0Rol7 t ardor and hi gher to he ao MMgjj no p000 b o t They will never
by Waro, a1,1100 IBM to Ufinttoly	 but they can be m1,11-
imized,] Vita can be done by requiring that the point of lnflootfcin of
13( g ) alao Occur at f: A . Trio point of, Inf lection to given by d9l, (f )/
dfa R O F
 
When thio In Anne, the T"Irat derivative to gymmetric abovit to
and 'rho variation Aver any oymmetoviip range lia the omalleot pong1ble t We
now find x from the Conal t On a AR U V49	 Of The T ivot darivative
io even by
9 lip (00/89 got BIT^x^ f^ t09P A PI ^N Ts
(0-0)
Aftor subotituting T q 901690# tho nopond darsvOlva $a givan by
go
d^ tti^ )
fix
r0
r
dr(T)
	 ^.	 2	 a
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cat TT Y Ctsc TTY (acsa TTY
K2
a got a TT
W-4)
W t gn2 TT I caca TT $ . a) - 2 cat  rVTi caca TTi ^ cac4 T ;I:
1
 
= fl
At T i 
= Tit cat  TT	 If CSC  TT	 2 1 c8c4 TT	 4; Polvins
,('or N, E we have
or
4
We muat now RPOPITy the I.Onath 09 the Ifte to got tho Oreateat aon-
PVVIV^ty without 030000no an arbitrary 3% di ptortion 11mit, Distortion
1s givon by
dR CV )
0150)
Where
MAN
'A + 
MAN
the "Hippo of R(T) Ovaluated at I
Tor 11ne length* of A/Rs OVOI and 4/0 arm g$von to TaWa owl.
0z and go Ara the Angular RquivAlon o (4 9^ at the antramps Qf fro"
quopay axaormOn
^R
f
Y
t9
i
1
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iThe beat ahcalaa la tar N = 3, with a distortion at 1,89% and a
relAtiva aanattivity at 15.1 X IO MO V/110,
it romain g only to apaalTy the lmpadanaaa Z  and Za r 26 ahma la
About the lower limit QT eawily obtainable aharaatariatic Impadanaaa ;far
zero-thlalinsaaa atripllnaa, unlaaa one la Willing to go to extremely Avide
atripa (.75 ;inch an .105 lnah thlalt board) ar alab lima, The problem
la aaally raaalved by racluiviug the output impedance of the limiter to
be 2%ra timaa whatever lane Za la uaad
Table D-1
t ^^ DI V	 V90- Ave `Ya
N	 0 u(s®)	 10
P I (T I	 P(:Pn) 	 1F± (f 1
	
40,4 49,0
	
912	 .009 x 1Q-9	 .003 -.063	 +.002
	 1,6%
121
	 140	 98	 15.1 x 10	 ,1^9	 .185	 -.186	 1,8970
909	 IM	 47 Rata 10°A	 0 315 N , 802	 1303 51 01%
b
